Green turtle and fish identification based on acoustic target strength
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ABSTRACT

Fisherman accidentally caught sea turtles in their fishnet. It could be dangerous for its population. This study measures the turtle target strength (TS) using modified echosounder. The result could be used to improve the efficiency of turtle repellent device. The experiment conducted in a hatchery fiber tank contained saline water. The Green were 1, 3, 12 and 18 years old. This study used three species of fish, which serves to distinguish the value between fish and sea turtles. TS of the animals were calculated incorporating reference targets (sphere). The echo power of the turtle was compared with the solid steel sphere which is confirmed good agreements with the theoretical values. The echo power reference by applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis has been used in calculating TS of the animal. The time domain of the echo evaluation in different angles shows the difference in the structure of the echo signal between the tortoise’s body parts. This study reveals that high echo strength is acquired from the carapace and the plastron parts. The finding also showed that there are significant differences between 3, 12, 18 years old turtles and fish in every angle measurement.

This is an open access article under the CC-BY-SA license.

1. Introduction

Various technological applications and many of the new innovations in the field of acoustic and marine technology use sound. The sound is the pressure in the air or water medium of a physical wave whose speed depends on the movement of the vibration level through the medium. The movement of sounds faster in the water compared with the air is 1500 meters/second compared with 340 meters/second. Scientists believe that sounds are used by animals to communicate, attracting mate pairs, predatory alarms, and prey detection, as well as immigration navigation. In fish species, there are some capable of detecting chemical, mechanical, visual and electrical oils by peripheral sensor systems [1], in which the central nervous system interprets information and communicates physiologically for behavioral responses.

The decline of marine bird species globally has been linked to fishing operations that result in death. Some strategies can be undertaken to reduce incidental seabird catches such as the use of water cannons, acoustic barriers, magnetic deterrents and electrical barriers. The high frequency and emergency calls issued by commercial devices, the birds will experience temporary fear [2]. The catch rate can be reduced by acoustic devices without disrupting fishing activities by up to 50% compared to traditional monofilament networks. Traditional gillnets embedded with acoustic devices produce a sound signal
capable of being heard by seabirds [3]. Incidental dolphin catching with nets can be avoided with gillnet acoustic devices (in Hector dolphin research) [4]. Hector’s dolphin behavior can be observed for testing three devices (white, red and black acoustic devices) using in situ methods. Sound acoustic devices will be avoided by dolphin species, as well as bottlenose species. Bottlenose dolphins will avoid gillnet when acoustic devices emit sound [5], [6].

Troubleshooting marine animals unintentionally captured fishnets can be done using an effective tool with acoustic devices, which have been applied to whale species. The use of this device within 500 meters can reduce the number of dolphin species [7], as well as in the investigation that whale catches are obtained when added to the net, as they are trapped in the gillnets to zero. Sea turtles caught in fishing nets in the tropics associated with turtles trapped in the use of trawls are widely considered. This has an impact on the political and economic fields of fisheries and global commerce [8]. In fishing, a method that can be used to avoid accidentally caught turtles in fishnets can be done by dental modification, materials, and fishing methods [9]. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) provides a solution using a turtle tester (TED) on the use of larger shrimp prawns [10]. Separation of turtles and shrimp can be done with trawls since the 1980s [11]. Traditional TED consists of a metal network attached to an engraving net that can rescue sea turtles from online through trap doors [12].

The development of exclusion device technology is able to separate the animal lait on the network of fish and tortoise. The use of acoustic TEDs prevented turtles from entering fish tissue [13]. The device will transmit sound with 3 frequency bands between 200 Hz - 15 kHz. This type of sound and frequency is capable of influencing the behavior of green turtles in sounds that have low-frequency modulation (LFM), so the animals will stay away when the sound is exposed to them [14]. Turtles are capable of being frightened using LFM sounds but only in one direction, and it is difficult to ensure the movement of the tortoise will approach or away from the net. Turtles must be detectable with the device so the sound repellents method is more efficient. The purpose of this research is to estimate the strength of reliable turtles. The design and improvement of Acoustic TED are done with the use of acoustic target strength (TS) technique to detect turtles and fish.

2. Method

2.1. Aquatic animals target strength

Acoustic technology in fishery applications has been done starting in the 1940s and after frequent and routine surveys on acoustics. Along with technological developments, the application of sonar is capable of providing solutions in significant aquatic acoustics [15]. Since the 1920s, the acoustic system most used in hydrographic and seabed mapping is echosounder [16]. Factors in acoustic methods such as acoustic size, target strength, or backscattering of individual cross-sections of organisms are used in estimating animal abundance in nature [17].

Marine animals body are complicated, a target strength (TS) can be effect through shape, size, orientation, swim bladder and so on [18]. Animals body size is an important factor in TS calculation, the size of the body affects the power of the echo, the greater the body has a higher echoing power [19], [20]. Morphological parameter of swimbladder, such as length and area can effect TS value [18]. Moreover, echo waveform from different tilt angles of swimbladder will contribute different TS value [21]. To obtain accurate TS value researcher has been used many approach to model animals body approximation, for example a fish body and swimbladder can be modeled as a series of finite cylinder and the total backscatter was estimated by summing the backscatter overall all the cylinders [21]–[23]. The variations of fish TS are influenced by natural variations of the volume and shape of the swim bladder.

Generally, most of the investigation TS of fish was focused on swimbladder. A study on TS two species of fish showed Gadolds swimbladder contribute 90% to 95% of backscattering cross section. Furthermore, the result also proved although species similar in size, shape and anatomy but each of fish contributed different TS value [24], [25]. The current measurement showed that acoustic research on species of capelin during the different season was found that TS was lower. One of the reason highlighted
is capelin may having a higher fat content during autumn. The average TS can be reduced if there is a reduction in the size of the swimbladder as a result of fat content [26].

The TS value for mammals may depend on their air content in lung. A research conducted on two species of Whale found that Humpback whale and Right whale have different TS values. The possible reason is the presence of the air content in lung and suspected to be a major reflector [27]. Furthermore, Spinner dolphins have a combination of unique scattering characteristics to separate themselves from other animals. Their lungs produce strong echoes [28].

The other factor can affect the TS value of aquatic animals is orientation and angle of measurement. The incident signal perpendicular to the swim bladder resulted in the strongest TS [21], [29]. Studies on TS Myctophid species explain that the increase in fish TS relative to the roll angle of 5º and 10º on their dorsal aspect. The larger angle produces a larger target force, this raises the maximum change in the target power of 3 dB [30].

Study on TS of the aquatic shell animals are very limited and undiscovered. The first consideration is high TS values is contributed from it hard shell. The study suggests that shelled animal is somewhat difficult in obtaining acoustic strength due to several complicated factors such as body shape, biological properties, and acoustic scattering characteristics [22], [31]. A scattering from elastic shelled animal is depending on their hard shell [32]. Moreover, animal shells have significant meaning in scattering seafloor [29].

2.2. Animal target strength measurement using reference target

Several type of sphere have been used as calibration and reference target in determine animals TS, in particularly, ping pong ball [33], coopper, tungsten [34], [35] and steel ball [30], [36]. Generally, measurements and comparisons can be performed on envelope voltage target and the envelope voltage reference target (TS sphere). The standard target technique is both accurate and simple to apply in practice [37]. Acoustics is the most effective tool used to observe underwater objects, which are capable of transmitting long-distance sounds in water [38]. Underwater estimation process using echo-integrator method is done with sonar calibration result [39]. Known acoustic properties can facilitate the echosounder calibration process.

Consider a perfect sphere, not just a shape, but also immobile, rigid and very large compared to the Target power (TS) to return an echo that refers to a target’s ability. The target could be a submarine, a mine, a whale, or a sinking ship. In sonar equations, the target strength is defined as 10 log ratio of the acoustic intensity of the incident at the reflected acoustic intensity, referenced to the specific distance from the target acoustic center [40]. The definition of TS can be shown by computing the TS of a sphere, larger compared to a wavelength, on the assumption that the sphere is an isotropic reflector. The sphere is a perfect surface and reflected power uniformly in all directions, reflected intensity is given by (1).

\[
Ir = \frac{\pi a^2 \frac{Ii}{4\pi r^2}}
\]

where \(Ir\) is the intensity of the reflection at range \(r\), \(Ii\) is the incident intensity and \(a\) is the radius of sphere. At the reference distance of 1 yard, the reflected intensity ratio \(Ir\) to the incident intensity \(Ii\) is (2).

\[
\frac{Ir}{Ii} = \frac{a^2}{4}
\]

and the TS of the sphere becomes (3).

\[
TS = 10 \log \frac{Ir}{Ii} = 10 \log \frac{a^2}{4}
\]

In practical work, spheres make good reference targets for sonar because their TS are relatively independent of orientation. The use of sphere as reference in calculating the value of the TS of animals
is not new. The sphere has been used as a reference target in calculating TS of clupeoids and gadoids species [41]. In addition, the same method has been used to study TS of krill [42] and TS of squid [36].

The target strength is largely measured by conventional methods, where peaks and mean intensities are calculated from irregular echo envelopes with 1-yard reduction of the length range that has been made [43]. By this method, reflected intensity from the object will be compared with the reflected intensity from the sphere as shown in Fig 1.

Based on Fig. 1, we can express TS by (4).

\[
TS = 10 \log \left( \frac{I_1}{I_o} + TS_r \right) \quad (4)
\]

where \(I_1\) is the echo intensity of object, \(I_o\) is the echo intensity of the reference target (sphere), and \(TS_r\) is the known target strength of the sphere from the (3). However, most of the target strength measurement of the intensity value is always referred as peak square [31]. The TS of the marine animals like fish, squids and shrimps can be represented by (5).

\[
TS = 10 \log \left( \frac{V_o^2}{V_r^2} + TS_r \right) \quad (5)
\]

where \(V_o^2\) is the voltage received by the echosounder from the animal and \(V_r^2\) is the voltage received from a sphere at the same range. Equation (5) involved envelope voltage, where the methods of measurement are done by substituting the steel ball with animals and compare the echo level. In the frequency domain the signal can be analyze as energy and power. Sometimes not all analysis can be done using time domain method, particularly when dealing with the thousand signals which has similar amplitude voltage and complicated shape. Therefore, power measurement in frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis is another way to differentiate each of signals. The TS animal also can be obtained from power of FFT where can defined as (6).

\[
TS = 10 \log \left( \frac{FPT_{animals}}{FPT_{sphere}} + TS_r \right) \quad (6)
\]

2.3. Measurement procedure

The research has been conducted at Turtle and Marine Ecosystem Centre (TUMEC), Rantau Abang, Dungun, Terengganu, Malaysia. The echoes of Green Turtle and fish have been recorded by using a dual frequency echosounder. Prior the measurement, there were several parameters that need to be set on the echosounder such as frequency, gain, noise reduction, echo level, STC/TVG, echo dynamic range and sound speed. The setting has been applied for all echoes recording measurement involved in this study.

Echosounder used in this study has a dual-mode frequency of 50 and 200 kHz. The frequency has been set operating at 200 kHz. Although, that frequency provide narrow beam but it can give higher resolution and have more precise data. In addition, by using this operating frequency the reflected signal from tank wall can be minimize. Echoes are shown using up to seven different colors. The colors
currently used to show echoes are shown in the form of a color scale, the top color (originally blue) and the bottom color of the tip (initially red) represent the weakest and strongest echoes, respectively.

Gain of the echosounder output has been set at 35 dB which is at the medium rate. High gains setting will cause all weak echo exalted and will affect the measurement, especially for detecting the echo strength of fish. Meanwhile for low gain setting will cause all weak signal lost, especially for long distance measurement. The received noise level has been set at low level. Therefore, the received echosounder cleans the low noise echo signal. The animals involved in this study is Green Turtle and three species of fish as depicted in Table 1 and Table 2. The echo recording measurement has been conducted in static condition. There were five angle measurements of green turtles conducted in this study. The positions involved in this measurement were head, tail, side, carapace and plastron. This angle has been considered as the possible position of sea turtles direction during fishing trawl operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Carapace Length (cm)</th>
<th>Carapace Wide (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (Kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Characterization of fish species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Length (cm)</th>
<th>Width (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Indian Scad</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Indian Mackerel</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Bigeye Scad</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior the measurement, the sea turtle will attached to the wooden frame to ensure that the turtle position perpendicular to the sound beam. Other than that, it also can help to move the turtle to the other distances. The position of sea turtle, device connection and measurement distance illustrated in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. The illustration of experiment setup](image)

The echo signal has been recorded using an echo recording program which was created using MATLAB software. The method of recording echo signals from the turtle and fish was conducted by moving a wooden frame from 1 meter to 5 meters. By this method, the transducer is placed in a static condition to ensure the reference range for the echosounder is the same on all measurements. Measurements carried out on all five turtles body angle of the head, tail, side, carapace and plastron. A
total of 45 samples of signal were recorded at every distance. The echo samples were saved as an Excel file in the laptop. The echo recording process is depicted in Fig. 3.

3. Results and Discussion

The echo signal of green turtle and three species of fish has been recorded using MATLAB software and all sample data was saved in Microsoft Office Excel file. There are four green turtle involved in this experiment which are 1, 3, 12 and 18 years old turtles. The observations focused on the head, tail, side, carapace and plastron angles for 1 meter to 5 meter distance. Meanwhile, there are three angles measurement involved for fish species which is head, tail and lateral angles. The echo measurement of turtle conducted in static condition and sample has been collected randomly from STC/TVG output for each distance.

The signal was sampled at 1 MHz using multifunction DAQ device. This sampling rate, it is capable for recording the amplitude of the sound as fast as possible and can represent actual signal [21]. Fig. 4 demonstrated the echo signal of 1 year Green Turtle at 5 meters distances. Based on the result, it obviously showed signal pattern are different for each angles. The highest amplitude is obtained from carapace and plastron parts. The head, tail and side of sea turtle showed have similar amplitude but different pattern of signal where each angles consist double signal.

![Fig. 3. The echo of animals recording process](image)

![Fig. 4. Reflected echo signal of one year Green Turtle at different angles](image)
The envelope echoes from the three species of fish namely *Indian Mackerel*, *Indian Scad*, and *Bigeye Scad* have been successfully recorded. The experiment procedure is same with the green turtle where the echo signal has been recorded at 1 to 5 meters distances. The observations focused on the head, tail, and lateral side. The echo recording program of Matlab software is used to collect samples randomly. The example envelope echo of *Indian Mackerel* at 5 meters distance is shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. Reflected echo signal of *Indian Mackerel* at different angles](image)

Based on the result discovered that envelope echo for sea turtle and fish have different signal pattern and amplitude. The signal of sea turtle and fish then was conducted in FFT analysis. The total FFT magnitude of animals has been recorded and compared with the reference target.

In this study, 0.0215m radius of the steel ball was used as a reference target. Reflected value from turtle and fish was referring to reflected value from steel ball for each distance. TS of the steel ball were calculated by (3), suggested by Urick [43], which is equal to -39.372 dB. The TS average of the green turtle and fish from 1 to 5 meters have been compared as shown in Fig. 6. The TS was calculated using echo power reference method which involved FFT analysis. Based on the observation, the highest TS value of fish was from lateral part which is recorded for all species in range -38.282 to -38.110 dB. Meanwhile the lowest value recorded was from Indian Scad at tail angle is -39.546 dB.

![Fig. 6. Average TS of Green Turtle and fish](image)
The analysis of Green Turtle TS showed that the two highest value is from 18 years old turtle at carapace and plastron angle. The TS value range recorded for all aged of turtle at carapace angle is ~6.514 to ~34.871 dB and at plastron angle is ~36.371 to ~34.769 dB. The scatter graph indicates that there are significant different between turtle aged 3, 12, 18 years old and fish at all angle measurement. However, there are no significant different between turtle age 1 year old and fish at head, tail and side angle.

4. Conclusion

The echo signal of Green Turtle and three species of fish was measured at TUMEC, Rantau Abang, Terengganu, Malaysia. The experiment were conducted in a research fiber tank using an echosounder. The target strength (TS) of animals was obtained using echo power value which involved steel ball as reference target. The echo power reference by applying FFT can facilitate in calculating TS of the animal, particularly involve complicated structural of echo signal. The comparison TS value between Green Turtle and fish showed there are significant different for 3, 12 and 18 years Green Turtle. In addition, this study also reveals that high TS is acquired from the carapace and the plastron parts. This result also shows that the determination of TS tortoises is based on several factors such as size, surface, and angle. Based on the results, the conclusion is obtained that the adult Green Turtles can be distinguished by the three fish samples used by the methods undertaken in this study. Although the study shows significant findings, further research should be conducted for other fish species and TS values of turtles and fish are indispensable. This study has limited distance and space as it is done in fiber tanks, so further research is recommended to be done in large ponds and open ocean.
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